
1) We brush our teeth twice a day. 

5) Olivia spend the vacation with her grandparents.

3) Clara and Kate go to London for a vacation.

4) John end up breaking the !ower vase. 

2) We paddle the kayak across the river.

6) Harry show up for the match?

8) Children learn to take care of their surroundings.

7) We order cheese pizzas for dinner.

Complete each sentence using a correct helping verb from the word box. 

A modal verb is a helping verb that gives additional information about 

the function of the main verb. Examples of modals include can, could, 

may, might, will, would, shall, should, must, and ought to.

mustmight canwill

may wouldshouldshall
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1) We must brush our teeth twice a day. 

5) Olivia spend the vacation with her grandparents.might

3) Clara and Kate go to London for a vacation.may

4) John end up breaking the !ower vase. would

2) We paddle the kayak across the river.can

6) Harry show up for the match?Will

8) shouldChildren learn to take care of their surroundings.

7) We order cheese pizzas for dinner.shall

Complete each sentence using a correct helping verb from the word box. 

A modal verb is a helping verb that gives additional information about 

the function of the main verb. Examples of modals include can, could, 

may, might, will, would, shall, should, must, and ought to.

mustmight canwill

may wouldshouldshall
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